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Abstract
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In several neurosurgical procedures, the skull must be temporarily opened. The resulting bone
defect can subsequently be reconstructed with a cranial implant. However, the complication rate
of this surgical procedure is high (~20%). The most common complication for cranial implants
is infection. Currently, the most frequently used implant materials are titanium alloys, PMMA or
PEEK. An improved clinical outcome – in terms of increased bone regeneration, vascularization
and soft tissue compatibility – could possibly be obtained through the use of bioactive and
osteoconductive materials such as calcium phosphates (CaP).

This thesis focuses on CaP–titanium composite (CaP–Ti) implants. This recently developed
implant type is increasingly used with a promising outcome. However, a thorough understanding
of its functional properties is lacking, something that is of high importance for their clinical
use, but also for future biomaterial development. The overall aim of this thesis is to increase
the knowledge of the in vivo functional aspects of CaP–Ti composite implants, with a specific
focus on the mechanical and regenerative properties.

The mechanical properties of the implant were investigated experimentally and numerically
at quasi-static and impact loading rates. An important finding was that the titanium structure
makes the CaP–Ti implant capable of cerebral protection in impact situations comparable to
the one that was tested. Moreover, the mechanical response of the CaP–Ti implants could be
predicted by the developed numerical models at both quasi-static and impact loading rates.
The developed numerical framework makes an important contribution to future evaluations of
patient-specific CaP–Ti cranial implant designs in various loading scenarios. A comparison
of two additive manufacturing (3D-printing) processes demonstrated that lower geometrical
accuracy and higher surface roughness made electron beam produced implants inferior in terms
of mechanical strength, as compared to laser melted implants.

In order to assess the regenerative properties, the volumetric balance of the implant was
investigated by CT in ten patients. After one year, the total volume of the implant had decreased
– mainly at the outside of the implants in the direction of the scalp. However, all patients had a
volumetric increase at the interface between the implant and the bone defect. In a histological
analysis of a retrieval specimen from one of the patients, the volumetric increase could be
confirmed as bone regeneration, and the decrease as CaP degradation. Remodeling of the CaP
into bone was also observed, but was not detected in the clinical CT. In retrieval specimens
from an animal study, it was found that correlation of some µCT cross-sections to histology can
result in improved and more robust quantitative µCT evaluations.
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µCT Micro computed tomography
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CAD Computer aided design
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CaP–Ti Titanium-reinforced calcium phosphate
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D1 Implant design 1
D2 Implant design 2
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FE Finite element
FEM Finite element model
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1 Introduction

In several neurosurgical procedures, such as tumor resection or decompressive
hemicraniectomy, the skull is temporarily opened in order to expose the brain.
Decompressive hemicraniectomy is performed on patients suffering from
conditions associated with raised intracranial pressure, resulting from e.g.
traumatic brain injury or stroke. In decompressive hemicraniectomy, part of
the skull is removed in order to decrease intracranial pressure. These surgical
procedures are often followed by a cranioplasty, in which the bone defect is
reconstructed by autologous bone or a cranial implant. The current
complication rate of cranioplasty is high (~20%) [1,2]. Developments of
biomaterials with bioactive, osteoconductive and degradable properties could
help to improve this outcome [3]. This thesis contributes by investigating
functional aspects of synthetic cranial implants with such properties.

Biomaterials are designed to interact with the human body, in which they
augment or direct the course of a therapeutic procedure [4]. Implants or
medical devices made from these materials are commonly designed and
adapted to function in a certain medical application. The implant or device is
said to perform with biocompatibility when an appropriate response is
achieved in its application [4]. Once a medical device has been implanted, the
physiological response strongly depends on the physiochemical properties of
the material. The successful use of implants interfacing with bone typically
requires osseointegration, i.e. a strong bond between the implant and the
recipient bone, and/or bone regeneration [5]. For regeneration of bone to occur
in larger defects, the material must be osteoconductive, allowing for bone
formation on its surfaces and in its pores [6].

This thesis focuses on a newly developed calcium phosphate–titanium
(CaP–Ti) composite cranial implant. The CaP material in this implant is
bioactive, osteoconductive and biodegradable, and the implant has been used
clinically with, so far, a low complication rate. A background on related topics
are given in Section 2. Section 3 presents the aims of the thesis. The thesis
consists of five studies. These studies investigate firstly, the mechanical
properties of the CaP–Ti implant that are of importance for assuring cerebral
protection (Section 4), and secondly, the regenerative properties of 
CaP materials that are of importance for assuring the long-term implant 
stability (Section 5). The most important conclusions of the studies are 
summarized in Section 6 and future perspectives are discussed in Section
7.
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2 Background

Cranial implants aim to replace the cranial bone. Accordingly, an overview of 
cranial bone anatomy is provided in Section 2.1. Cranioplasty, complications 
and available treatment options in cranioplasty are introduced in Section 2.2. 
The CaP–Ti implant investigated in this thesis is described in Section 2.3. 
Furthermore, a detailed description of calcium phosphates (CaP) and Ti-6Al-
4V (Ti6Al4V) and their general use in biomedical applications is given. In 
Section 2.4, a literature review covering mechanical evaluation of cranial 
implants is presented. Finally, Section 2.5 surveys previous studies assessing 
the regenerative properties.

2.1 Cranial Bone
In the human head, the cranial bones, together with other surrounding tissues, 
protect the brain. A cross-section of this multi-layered structure is shown in 
Figure 1. The outermost layer is the scalp, followed by the skull (cranial 
bone). Inside the cranial cavity are the meninges (dura, arachnoid and pia 
mater), the cerebrospinal fluid between the arachnoid and pia mater, and the 
brain. The scalp consists of five different soft tissue layers: the outer skin, the 
subcutaneous tissue, the aponeurosis, the loose areolar tissue and the 
periosteum [7]. The scalp thickness varies depending on age and location. The 
scalp is thinner at the upper frontal bone (~3 mm), while it is thicker at top of 
the occipital bone (~8 mm) [8].

Cranial bone is a three-layered sandwich structure, consisting of an outer 
cortical table, a trabecular inner layer (diploë) and a cortical inner table. The 
overall cranial bone thickness varies between 4 and 10 mm [9]. The temporal 
bones are the thinnest ones, while the frontal and occipital are the thickest. 
The skull consists of three parts: the neurocranium, the sutures and the facial 
skeleton. There are in total eight flat bones categorized as cranial bones: the 
frontal bone, two temporal bones, two parietal bones, the occipital bone, the 
sphenoid bone and the ethmoid bone (Figure 1). The sutures are fibrous joints, 
which consists of relatively soft tissues during the first years in life, which 
allows the skull to expand as the brain grows. With ageing, the bones fuse 
together. The ossification mode of cranial bone and long bones are different. 
Long bones are formed through endochondral ossification, while cranial 
bones form through intramembranous ossification [7].
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Figure 1. Illustrations of the anatomy of the skull. Some of the cranial bones are
indicated to the left. To the right, a cross-section illustrates some of the different
tissues around the cranial bone. Adapted with modifications from [10].

2.2 Cranioplasty
In cranioplasty, cranial bone defects are repaired using autologous bone or
synthetic implants. Bone defects may result from neurosurgery or trauma. The
purpose of the treatment is to provide cerebral protection, restore aesthetics
and relieve neurological symptoms [1,2]. The use of autologous bone is the
gold standard treatment in cranioplasty. General benefits include a relatively
low cost, direct access and often aesthetically favorable outcomes. If the
autologous bone is unavailable due to fracture, infection or the like, or if a
previous cranioplasty with autologous bone has failed, a cranial implant
manufactured from a synthetic material is used. A variety of synthetic
materials have been used, the most common ones being poly(methyl
methacrylate) (PMMA), titanium-based alloys, hydroxyapatite (HA) and
polyether ether ketone (PEEK) [2]. All these materials have different
advantages and limitations with respect to mechanical properties,
biocompatibility and potential for osseointegration [11].

The reported complication rates for cranioplasty are generally high [1]. A
review published in 2018, surveying over 10,000 patients, indicates a 19%
complication rate [2]. In 11% of the patients, the use of autologous bone grafts
led to complications involving bone resorption. When considering both
autologous bone and synthetic implants, infection was the most common
complication (6%). The highest infection rate (8%) was observed in PMMA
implants and the lowest one (3%) in HA implants [2]. Nevertheless, the
variations between patient cohorts and lack of standardized reporting, make
the interstudy comparison between different techniques and materials
problematic [12,13]. There is not yet any consensus on optimal treatment
[11,14].
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 The possibility of producing and implementing patient-specific implant
systems is a recent development in cranioplasty [12,15–17]. Advances in
additive manufacturing (AM), clinical imaging, and computer aided 
design and manufacturing (CAD/CAM) have made possible the creation 
of patient-specific implants of any size with an accurate fit, which also 
reduces operation time [15,16].

As noted above, reconstruction of large cranial defects is a major clinical
challenge, regardless of which method is being used [1,2]. In cases where
autologous bone is used, excessive bone resorption has led to insufficient
mechanical protection and aesthetically dissatisfying results, which often
require reoperation [18]. It is often the case that several months pass between
the initial surgery and the cranioplasty, for the purpose of patient recovery. In
such cases, the autologous bone is most commonly stored in a freezer, which
considerably affects the viability of the autologous bone flap [19]. The most
widely used synthetic implant materials, such as PMMA and PEEK, are inert
and lack bioactivity as well as osteoconductivity. Moreover, the widely used
titanium alloys results in issues with soft tissue healing [20]. An improved
clinical outcome for cranioplasty could possibly be obtained through the use
of bioactive and osteoconductive materials. The clinical use of such materials
could potentially result in an increased vascularization of the implant site, in
bone regeneration and in improved soft tissue compatibility, which likely
would decrease the long-term complications [3].

Implants made from bioactive and osteoconductive materials have been
introduced clinically as bioactive glass fiber–reinforced composites and
calcium phosphate-based implants [12,21–23]. Among these, sintered HA
implants have seen the widest clinical use [24]. However, the main
disadvantage with the HA implants has been their inherent brittleness.
Fracture rates between 0% and 21% have been reported for HA implants in
clinical studies, with some fractures occurring during insertion and others
even without reported trauma [23,25,26]. Fractures of PMMA or titanium
mesh-type cranial implants have only been reported in case studies [13,27,28].
Nevertheless, calcium phosphate-based implants have a potential for
improving the clinical outcome of cranioplasty. However, a key role of a
cranial implant is to protect the brain from impact, and mechanical
characterization of new types of CaP-based implants is therefore of great
importance, not least when considering the fractures reported for the sintered
HA implants. Furthermore, it is crucial to evaluate whether the clinical use of
CaPs results in the expected bone regeneration, osteoconduction and,
ultimately, in an improved outcome.

In 2010, the total number of cranioplasties performed was reported to be
20 – 25 per million inhabitants yearly [21]. A more recent market analysis
from 2019, estimates that 8000 cranial implants are implanted yearly in the
US, and that approximately 250 are implanted in Sweden [29]. A reduction in
the currently high complication rate would decrease the number of revision
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surgeries and secondary treatments in hospitals. This development, would be
of great importance for each patient, and likewise have a positive societal
impact.

2.3 CaP and Ti6Al4V in Biomedical Implants
This section provides an overview of the CaP–Ti cranial implant, from
development to recent clinical outcomes. Moreover, an overview is given for
the two types of materials in the implant: calcium phosphates and Ti6Al4V.
For Ti6Al4V, additive manufacturing and its increased used in biomedical
implants are also described.

2.3.1 The Calcium Phosphate-Titanium Composite Implant
Engstrand et al. (2014) reported on the development of the CaP–Ti implant,
and on the first clinical case in which this implant was used [30]. Their aim
was to develop a bioactive cranial implant that could provide a permanent
reconstructive solution for patients by stimulating bone healing in cranial
defects. A CaP formulation was developed for the purpose of obtaining an
osteoconductive material, with a resorption rate slow enough to allow for
simultaneous bone formation. A detailed description of the formulation is
provided in Section 2.3.2.

In order to obtain the necessary mechanical support for repairing large
cranial defects, a titanium structure reinforces the implant. At the time of
development, the titanium structure consisted of a mesh-structure formed by
wires [30]. The construction of the titanium structure has subsequently
evolved into a process in which a patient-specific design is derived from the
patient’s CT data, and where the titanium structure (Ti6Al4V) is additively
manufactured in a laser powder bed fusion process (L-PBF) [12]. A detailed 
description of the titanium alloy and AM is provided in Section 2.3.3. In the 
manufacturing of the implant, the titanium structure is covered by
hexagonal CaP tiles in a mosaic structure. The CaP tiles are made in a molding
process using the above-mentioned formulation (Figure 2).

The clinical use of the implant has so far shown encouraging results. In the
first reported clinical case study, the patient had a large temporoparietal
cranial bone defect caused by trauma. Prior to the cranioplasty with the CaP–
Ti implant, the patient had undergone a total of 24 previous surgical
procedures with other implant materials (autologous bone grafts, PMMA
cement, and a titanium implant). All previous treatments failed due to
resorption, infections or problems related to wound healing. The clinical
follow-ups detected no signs of infection, inflammation or thinning of the soft
tissues covering the implant. A positron emission tomography-computed
tomography (PET-CT) scan, which was conducted 27 months postoperatively,
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found an uptake of the tracer (18F-fluoride) in the implant, indicating new
bone formation [30]. In another study, biopsies of two different patients were
obtained 9 and 50 months after implantation, with bone formation observed in
both patients [31]. A recent retrospective study found a particularly promising
outcome [12]. The study evaluated a cohort of 50 patients who previously had
a 64% failure rate with autologous bone or other synthetic implants. In this
complex cohort, a total of 53 cranioplasties with the CaP–Ti implant were
performed, of which only 7.5% subsequently developed complications that
led to implant removal. Most of the removals were related to wound
dehiscence in patients with thin fragile soft tissue [12]. Other case studies have
recently been published on the use of the CaP–Ti implant [32–34].  In one of
these studies, no infections and good cosmetic outcome were found for
pediatric patients – a group particularly prone to autologous bone resorption –
although it should be noted that the patient number was small (n = 7) [34].

The successful clinical use of the CaP–Ti implant motivates further
research on this implant system. Firstly, as the positive clinical results could
increase the clinical use of the CaP–Ti implant, a scientific investigation of
the protective capability of the implant is necessary. Secondly, studies of the
in vivo volumetric balance of the CaP–Ti cranial implant remain limited to
qualitative observations in pre-clinical and clinical studies. For this reason, it
is likewise necessary to obtain detailed knowledge of the degradation and
bone regeneration capacity of this specific CaP formulation in patients.

Figure 2. An example of a patient-specific CaP-Ti implant is shown to the left. To
the right: a CAD-model of the implant from which some CaP tiles have been
removed to expose the titanium structure.
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2.3.2 Calcium Phosphates (CaPs)
In biomaterials research, CaPs constitute an area of research where
considerable improvements have been made during the latest decades. Today,
these materials are used in several applications within the cranio-
maxillofacial, dental and orthopedic fields. They are often utilized as synthetic
bone grafts [35] or as coatings on metallic implants for the purpose of aiding
osseointegration [36]. CaPs that are used for these applications are bioactive
and osteoconductive. They are nevertheless inherently brittle and are therefore
mainly used in non-load bearing applications. The beneficial properties of
CaPs as bone grafts are often attributed to their similarity in chemical
composition to the mineral part of bone tissue. The inorganic phase of bone
tissue consists mainly of CaP, more specifically, calcium deficient apatite with
a high amount of carbonate and different substitution ions [37]. There are three
main groups of CaPs: orthophosphates based on PO4

3-, metaphosphates based
on PO3

- and pyrophosphates based on P2O7
4-. Primarily, calcium

orthophosphates are utilized as bone grafts. Some common calcium
orthophosphates are listed in Table 1. In order to stimulate bone in-growth,
recent research has focused on developing osteoinductive and degradable
CaPs [38–40]. Biodegradation can either occur through cell-mediation or
through dissolution. In an ideal case, bone regeneration and CaP degradation
should take place at similar rates, resulting in a volumetric balance between
the materials. A suitable degradation rate would ensure mechanical stability
and retain surfaces where bone can form [41]. The solubility of CaPs is
important for the biodegradability (Table 1). Among the CaPs listed in Table
1, sintered HA has the lowest solubility and consequently the slowest in vivo
degradation rate, while brushite has the highest.

CaPs are synthesized either by precipitation at room temperature or body
temperature, or by high temperature solid-state reactions such as sintering.
CaP bone grafts were first available as sintered HA [37,41]. These materials
had comparatively high mechanical compressive strength, but were found to
be non-biodegradable and brittle. In order to increase the degradation rate, β-
TCP was mixed with HA in biphasic CaPs [42]. At a later stage, CaP hydraulic
cements were introduced [43,44]. The synthesis of these cements takes place
at lower temperatures – by dissolution and precipitation reactions. The CaP
cements are subdivided into two groups, depending on the pH during setting.
While apatite cements precipitate at neutral to basic pH, under acidic
conditions either calcium phosphate dihydrate (brushite) or calcium phosphate
anhydrous (monetite) precipitate. In order for monetite to be formed the
setting must take place at a very low pH or under water-deficient conditions,
as brushite precipitates faster than monetite. Thermal hydrolysis of the set
cement can also result in conversion of brushite into monetite [45]. Monetite
has a solubility in-between brushite and hydroxyapatite (Table 1). Brushite
initially degrades at a relatively high rate in vivo. Over time, brushite can
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nonetheless transform into HA, which prevent further degradation (Figure 3)
[38,45,46]. Conversely, monetite has shown continuous degradation in pre-
clinical and clinical studies (Figure 3) [46–49]. Several features, in addition
to the composition, affect the in vivo behavior of CaPs in terms of degradation
rate and bone forming capacity [40,50–53]. Many of these features are highly
affected by the manufacturing process. Sintering at high temperature results
in large crystals with low specific surface area and low nano-/micro-porosity.
It has been reported that the use of CaPs with smaller crystal sizes, higher
specific surface area and increased nano-/micro-porosity, obtained by
precipitation reactions, will result in increased bone formation and
degradation in vivo [37,49].

Table 1. Some common CaPs and their solubility [37].

Name Symbol/mineral name Chemical formula Solubilitya[g/L]

Dicalcium
phosphate
dihydrate

DCPD/brushite CaHPO4·2H2O ~0.088

Dicalcium
phosphate
anhydrous

DCPA/monetite CaHPO4 ~0.048

Octacalcium
phosphate

OCP Ca8H2(PO4)6·5H2O ~0.0081

β-Tricalcium
phosphate

β-TCP β-Ca3(PO4)2 ~0.0005

Sintered
hydroxyapatite

HA Ca10(PO4)6(OH)2 ~0.0003

Precipitated
hydroxyapatiteb

PHA Ca10-X(HPO4)X(PO4)6-

X(OH)2-X

~0.0094

a solubility in water at 25 °C
b 0 ≤ X ≤ 1, when X is above zero, denoted calcium deficient hydroxyapatite, CDHA.

The above mentioned characteristics – chemical composition, porosity,
preparation conditions, etc. – also affect the mechanical properties of the
CaPs. The mechanical properties of CaPs are often evaluated under quasi-
static compression [54]. Generally, hydroxyapatite exhibits a higher
mechanical strength than brushite and monetite cements. However, higher
strength has been achieved also for brushite cements, although this result was
correlated to lower porosity [55]. Data on tensile properties is limited due to
experimental difficulties caused by the brittleness of CaPs. As for most
ceramic materials, the tensile strength of CaPs is nonetheless considerably
lower than their compressive strength [56].
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Figure 3. Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) images of brushite and monetite,
after 4 and 12 weeks of implantation (scale bar represents 2 mm). Adapted with
permission from [46].

The CaP formulation in the CaP–Ti implant consists mainly of monetite
(~86%), with small fractions of β-tricalcium phosphate (~8%; β-TCP) and β-
calcium pyrophosphate (~6%; β-CPP) [30]. The composition is obtained by
mixing monocalcium phosphate and β-TCP with glycerol. After setting, heat
sterilization is conducted at 121 °C. The microstructure of the final CaP has
been reported to be plate-like with a grain size of 1-2 µm [30]. The formulation
was developed to be bioactive and osteoconductive, with a resorption rate
slow enough to be suitable for reconstructing large cranial bone defects.
During pre-clinical studies, as well as in the development phase of the CaP–
Ti implant, it was noted that the addition of β-CPP retarded the degradation
rate [31,57]. As pyrophosphate is a natural inhibitor of mineralization,
pyrophosphate ions have been added to different CaP cements in order to
regulate their setting reaction [45]. In terms of mechanical properties, the CaP
formulation in the CaP–Ti implants has been well characterized in
compression [58].
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2.3.3 Ti6Al4V and Additive Manufacturing
Titanium and its alloys are used in various biomedical applications, for
example in artificial heart valves, dental implants, fixation of fractures and
joint replacements. Their excellent corrosion resistance and biocompatibility
under physiological conditions makes possible this range of applications.
These properties result from the oxide layer that titanium forms in atmospheric
or other oxidizing conditions. Ti6Al4V is a two-phase alloy, in which the
alloying elements – aluminum and vanadium – stabilize the α-phase
(hexagonal close packed; hcp) and the β-phase (body center cubic; bcc),
respectively [59]. Ti6Al4V is the most widely used titanium alloy for
biomedical applications. Its beneficial mechanical properties – high strength,
high fracture toughness – together with its low density, make it particularly
suitable for load-bearing orthopedic applications.

Additive manufacturing (AM) is an important manufacturing process for
Ti6Al4V. In AM, three-dimensional models of complex geometries are
created by computer aided design (CAD), and subsequently produced in near-
net shaped structures. The manufacturing of patient-specific implants has been
made possible by means of this technology. Powder bed fusion (PBF)
processes are the most commonly used AM processes for Ti6Al4V [59]. PBF
processes use an energy source for fusing selective regions of powder
according to the CAD-geometry. Once the selective melting of one layer has
been completed, the building plat-form is lowered, and a new layer of powder
is deposited. The outer boundary of the layer is built first, which is referred to
as ‘contouring’. Subsequently the powder within the contour is melted in order
to complete one layer, referred to as ‘hatch’. The layer-wise melting of
powders is repeated until the part is completely built [59].

When manufacturing objects in Ti6Al4V, the two most common PBF
processes uses either laser or electron beam energy. These processes are
referred to as L-PBF and E-PBF, respectively.  Whereas the L-PBF process is
carried out in an inert gas filled chamber, the E-PBF process takes place in a
vacuum chamber. The E-PBF process is furthermore carried out at a higher
temperature, which reduces residual stresses and, hence, distortion and
warping [59]. In general, smaller powder particles and decreased layer
thicknesses are used in L-PBF in comparison to E-PBF, because of current
differences in beam spot size [60]. For this reason, the precision and resolution
of the L-PBF technology is higher than that of the E-PBF technology
[59,61,62]. However, the E-PBF would be beneficial for producing patient-
specific implants, as a reduced production time can be achieved in comparison
with L-PBF, due to the higher deposition rate [60,62]. Additionally, the
sintering of the powder bed in the E-PBF process reduces the need for support
structures. It also reduces the residual stresses, as well as the need for heat
treatment after printing [59,62,63]. A reduced manufacturing time is
important for patient-specific implants, as it may reduce the waiting time for
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surgery [15]. However, as-built E-PBF parts have higher surface roughness
than parts that are produced by L-PBF [59,62,63]. In complex structures, the
rough surface cannot be modified further, as post-processing is difficult to
achieve. A rough surface topology has been found biologically beneficial for
increased blood coagulation in vitro [64] and for osseointegration in vivo [65].
However, a rough surface will affect the mechanical properties, since surface
defects can act as stress raisers and thereby decrease the mechanical strength
in comparison to the designed geometry [59,61,62]. As the size of a part is
decreased, this effect will increase due to the higher surface to volume ratio
[63,66]. For biomedical implants in general, thin structures are required to
make possible the production of porous implants that increase bone ingrowth,
reduce weight and reduce stress shielding (Figure 4) [67]. In the CaP-Ti
implant, thin Ti6Al4V structures are used for producing lightweight mesh-like
structures which facilitate X-ray imaging with less artefacts. Currently, the
titanium structure is produced by L-PBF. It would be of interest to consider
E-PBF for this application. However, the effect on the mechanical properties
in these dimensions would first have to be investigated.

Figure 4. An additively manufactured mandible prothesis, in which thin titanium
structures are used. Adapted with permission from [68].
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2.4 Assessment of Mechanical Properties
Cranial implants are regulated as non-load bearing, as there normally is no
continuous loading onto the skull. Mechanical investigations are therefore
rare, and no standardized mechanical test methods are presently available.
However, one of the most important functions of a cranial implant is to
provide mechanical protection of the brain. The following section provides a
review of previous experimental and numerical studies on cranial implants.
The review was used for planning the mechanical investigations of the CaP–
Ti implant in this thesis (Paper I and Paper II).

2.4.1 Mechanical Testing of Cranial Implants
Currently used cranial implants show large variation, both in terms of material
and design. In order to understand differences of the mechanical protection
provided by the available treatment options, cranial implants must be studied
in mechanical scenarios that are relevant for their application. An overview of
previous mechanical tests on cranial implants can be found in Table 2,
together with details of the different test setups. In order to limit the review to
functional testing of cranial implants, the table only includes mechanical tests
of curved cranial implant specimens, and omits tests made for the purpose of
determining material properties. In the reported studies, most setups supported
the implant specimens around the circumference and applied a compressive
load using an indenter. Most tests were performed under quasi-static loading
in universal test machines.

Three studies have investigated the mechanical properties of implants made
from ceramic or ceramic composite materials [24,69,70]. Two of these studies
tested different types of porous sintered HA implants. In one study, the
implants failed at a peak load of 165 N [70]. In the other, the HA implants
were covered by silicone rubber in order to mimic soft tissue, and a peak load
of 726 ± 345 N was measured [24]. In the third study, glass fiber reinforced
composite implants were tested by Piitulainen et al. (2017). The forces were
evaluated at 6 mm displacement as 175 ± 101 N. That study also attempted to
mimic the effect of bone ingrowth by adding dental stone to the construct,
which increased this value to 270 ± 215 N [69]. As for studies on implants
made from polymeric materials, two studies performed quasi-static testing of
additively manufactured mesh-type PEEK implants. Depending on implant
design and manufacturing parameters, peak loads of around 600 to 1000 N
were measured [71,72]. A solid PEEK implant was tested to failure at a load
of 24 kN [73]. In the same study, a solid titanium implant was tested. No
damage was observed in the implant, but only in the support. The test was
stopped at 50 kN [73]. However, the solid titanium implant was considerably
thicker (6 mm) than clinically used titanium implants (typically 1–2 mm plate-
or mesh-type).
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The eventual aim of the mechanical testing is to assess the protective 
aspects of the implants in vivo. The above mentioned tests are intended to 
investigate the mechanical resistance to deformation and penetration. 
However, impact loading is probably the most realistic loading scenario and 
potentially also the most destructive one. This type of mechanical tests is 
commonly not performed on any biomedical implants. For cranial implants, 
this type of loading has – to the author’s knowledge – only been investigated 
in two previous experimental studies, in addition to Paper I [74,75]. One study 
reconstructed defects in cadaver heads with HA cement and titanium mesh, 
and subsequently performed impact testing [74]. However, the surrounding 
bone likely absorbed most of the impact energy, as the defect area (9 cm2) was 
small compared to the indenter area (79 cm2). As this study evaluates the 
combined strength of bone and implant, rather than evaluating implanted 
material only, it was not included in the review table. In the other study, 
Ambrogio et al. (2018) investigated titanium cranial implants at impact 
loading using a drop-tower setup [75]. The implants (thickness 1-1.5 mm) 
were manufactured using Ti6Al4V by a sheet-forming process, in which the 
curvature and shape were based on patients CT data. A hemispherical indenter 
was used for impacts of 4.5 J and 13.5 J. None of the implants fractured during 
the tests. The maximum deflection ranged from 1.9 to 9.7 mm, and peak loads 
from 1.4 to 4.7 kN, depending on impact energy, implant thickness and 
manufacturing parameters [75].

Taken together these studies elucidates large differences in mechanical 
properties of the implants, and thus highlights the importance of performing 
mechanical testing on clinically available cranial implants. However, there are 
also considerable differences in test setups – a circumstance that will 
complicate interstudy comparisons. For the CaP–Ti implant, quasi-static 
mechanical testing has previously only been performed ahead of clearance by 
regulatory authorities [76]. Moreover, one specimen was tested quasi-
statically in a clinical study for comparison with another implant type [12]. 
Nevertheless, the positive clinical results could increase the clinical use of the 
CaP–Ti implant, motivating further scientific investigations of its protective 
functions and structural integrity.
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Table 2. Summary of mechanical tests on cranial implants.
Author Materials in

tested implant
Specimen
geometry

Loading
rate

Test conditions

Ono et al.
(1998)

Porous HA Implant size
Length: 113 mm
Width: 63-75 mm
Implant thickness
6 mm

0.5
mm/min

Indenter
N/A
Support
N/A

Stefini et
al. (2015)

Porous HA Implant size
66–100 cm2

Implant thickness
N/A

Quasi-static Indenter
Flat, ø = 25 mm
Support
Plaster powder and epoxy
adhesive
Soft tissue surrogate
Silicone rubber (25 Shore A)

Piitulainen
et al.
(2017)

Glass fiber-
reinforced
composite with
bioactive glass

Implant size
112 × 67 mm
Implant thickness
2.5 mm

1 mm/min Indenter
Flat, rectangular
17x55 mm
Support
Aluminium and screws

Berretta et
al. (2018)

PEEK, mesh-
type

Implant size
~100 x 200 mm*
Implant thickness
N/A

1 mm/min Indenter
Hemispherical, ø = 10 mm
Support
Polymer and adhesive

Halabi et
al. (2011)

PEEK, mesh-
type

Implant size
~100 x 200 mm*
Implant thickness
N/A

0.1
mm/min

Indenter
Hemispherical, ø = 10 mm
Support
Polyamide and screws

Lethaus et
al. (2012)

PEEK, solid Implant size
100 cm2

Implant thickness
6 mm

1.9
mm/min

Indenter
Flat, ø = 10 mm
Support
Polyamide and screws

Lethaus et
al. (2012)

Ti6Al4V Implant size
100 cm2

Implant thickness
6 mm

1.9
mm/min

Indenter
Flat, ø = 10 mm
Support
Polyamide and screws

Ambrogio
et al.
(2018)

Ti6Al4V
(sheet-forming)

Implant size
100 cm2

Implant thickness
1-1.5 mm

4.5 J and
13.5 J

Indenter
Hemispherical, ø = 20 mm
Support
PMMA and screws

* Estimated from photographs. ** The test was run to 10 mm displacement but the force was evaluated at
6 mm displacement. *** The test was stopped due to damage in the support.
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2.4.2 Numerical Models of Cranial Implants
Numerical analyses have made important contributions to structural
evaluations of a few types of cranial implants using the finite element (FE)
method. A number of studies have evaluated differences in design and location
of implant fixation [72,77–79]. Other studies have varied the implant
thickness of several materials, for the purpose of assessing bone–implant load
transfer [79,80]. The majority of these studies have assumed quasi-static
loading rates, linear elastic materials and linear geometry conditions
[72,77,80]. So far, only one numerical study has investigated cranial implants
under impact loading. García et al. (2017) placed solid PEEK and porous HA
implants in a FE head model, and demonstrated differences in the mechanical
response at different impact velocities [81]. It would be of considerable
interest to simulate impact loading also for other types of cranial implants. In
order to assess the implant response during trauma it is important to model the
mechanical response of these implants up to failure loads.

Moreover, while medical imaging and additive manufacturing have
enabled the production of patient-specific implants in a relatively straight-
forward manner [16,17], experimental assessments of each patient-specific
design are not possible. The use of numerical models for assessing the
mechanical behavior of cranial implants could be a solution for these
challenges.
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2.5 Assessment of Regenerative Properties
In cranial reconstruction, clinical evaluation of bone regeneration has so far
not been undertaken, as mainly inert synthetic materials have been utilized in
these implants. However, CaP materials with greater potential for
osseointegration and osteconduction are increasingly used. As enhanced bone
formation is one of the main motivations for using these comparatively brittle
materials, evaluation of their regenerative capacity is of high importance. This
section motivates the studies on the regenerative properties of the CaP–Ti
implant (Paper IV). Moreover, the section provides a motivation for
prioritizing µCT method development in evaluation of bone formation in CaP
scaffolds (Paper V).

2.5.1 Methods for Clinical Evaluation
In clinical studies of calcium phosphates, evaluation of the outcome often
involves patient satisfaction and/or visual inspection or scoring of medical
images [35,82,83]. This information is sufficient for judging the clinical
outcome of a procedure. However, more detailed information about the
performance of the material under physiological conditions, e.g. degradation
rate, or bone formation in a certain region is of considerable interest. These
factors have been extensively studied pre-clinically in studies which have been
pivotal in the development of CaP materials (further described in Section
2.5.2). So far, similar data on the CaP materials clinical use have been
obtained from imaging occasional retrieval specimen or biopsies [47,84].
Nevertheless, it could be possible to also obtain some of this information from
medical imaging data.

Computed tomography (CT) is the standard imaging method for clinical
follow-up of cranioplasty. Although the resolution of these images is limited,
it should be possible to use the images retrospectively in further analyses.
Each voxel in the reconstructed image has a grey value that is related to the
X-ray attenuation of the scanned object, which is usually expressed in
Hounsfield Units (HU; [85]). Hounsfield Units are normalized units, with a
value of -1000 corresponding to air and a value of 0 corresponding to water.
Positive HU values are obtained for tissues (e.g. muscle or bone). Quantitative
analysis of CT images involves the calculation of specific parameters, such as
volume and density of an organ or bone tissue. Commonly, HU are also used
and related to density [86].

Quantitative analysis of clinical CT-images has been used to assess for
example trabecular bone remodelling in peripheral quantitative CT images
(~82 μm isotropic voxel size) [87], and cortical thickness of femora in CT
images with clinically used resolutions (~1 mm isotropic voxel size) [88]. For
dental applications, graft resorption or bone formation have been
quantitatively evaluated by cone beam computed tomography [89–91]. In the
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field of cranioplasty, three studies have applied image analysis techniques in
order to evaluate autologous bone resorption in CT images [18,25,92].

In three previous studies, CT was used in quantitative evaluations of
osseointegration in sintered HA cranial implants [25,93,94]. In two of these
studies, the analysis was either restricted to qualitative scoring of the degree
of osseointegration, or evaluation of HU [25,93]. Moles et al. (2018) found no
signs of osseointegration in 51% of the subjects (n = 37) [25]. In contrast, a
study of six children (average age 9.6 years) reported osseointegration in all
subjects [93]. Qualitative scoring comes with inherent limitations of
subjectivity. If no phantom with controlled density is included during the CT-
scans, the HU-values are not calibrated for densities close to bone and CaP
material. The HU-values could therefore vary between time-points, for
instance due to small differences in scanning protocols [86,95,96].
Furthermore, the HU-values can be affected by metal artefacts [86,97]. A
more reliable way would be the use of intra-patient calibration of HU-values
[18,98].

One previous study has used image analysis for volumetric quantification
of sintered HA implants [94]. In that study, Maenhoudt et al. (2018)
objectively measured osseointegration in CT images, and reported
quantitative volumetric CT evaluations in follow-ups, at an average of 39
months postoperatively. In 29% of these cases, no signs of osseointegration
were observed (n=17). Nevertheless, in one third of the subjects osseous
bridging (bone to implant) was deemed to be higher than 50% [94]. However,
this study as well as the previously mentioned ones, compared implants at
isolated time-points [25,93,94]. The image analysis methods could be further
developed by using techniques applied in other longitudinal imaging studies
[87], such as image registration, i.e. a superimposition of scans from different
time points. Registration of clinical CT images would allow for quantifying
relative changes in the same location of an implant over time. Spatiotemporal
information of the CaP materials during implantation is highly important for
future biomaterials development.

Studies of the regenerative capacity and biodegradation of the CaP–Ti
cranial implant remains limited to qualitative observations from pre-clinical
and clinical studies [12,30,31]. In all reports, significant osseointegration and
osteoconduction have been described. The increased and successful clinical
use of the CaP–Ti implant has sparked an interest for more detailed knowledge
of the degradation and bone regeneration capacity of this specific monetite
based CaP formulation.
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2.5.2 Evaluation Methods for Retrieval Specimens
Osseointegration of CaP materials has been extensively evaluated in retrieval
specimens from preclinical (i.e. animal, in vivo) studies, and in some clinical
studies from biopsies or retrieved implants. Osseointegration and regenerative
capacity are often evaluated by the quantity of bone formed within or in direct
contact with a biomaterial. This type of investigation has led to increased
knowledge on the in vivo behaviour of CaP materials. For example, the effect
of pore size, sintering temperature and scaffold architecture on bone formation
have been evaluated [39,40,51]. The results have advanced the material and
scaffold development over the last decades.

Histology and high-resolution microscopy techniques are often used in
such evaluations. The drawbacks of these techniques are the extensive and
destructive sample preparation, as well as the fact that only parts of the sample
are imaged, and only in two dimensions (2D) [99]. As a complement, µCT
allows for non-destructive imaging in three dimensions (3D), without
requiring any sample preparation [99–101]. The contrast in µCT images is
given by the difference in X-ray attenuation of the imaged materials, which
depends on the atomic numbers and density of the materials, as well as the
photon energy.

For porous materials, quantitative analysis of µCT images can result in
important data on the fraction of different material phases or pore structure
(i.e. porosity, pore size distribution or pore morphology). Nevertheless, before
quantitative evaluations can be performed, the µCT images need to be
segmented i.e. each voxel has to be classified into the correct tissue/material
type. Segmentation approaches have been extensively discussed with regard
to characterization of bone and other porous materials [102–104]. The manual
selection of global thresholds in the grayscale intensity histogram is the most
effective segmentation method, and is considered to be robust for materials
with well separated attenuation such as evaluation of bone or CaP scaffolds
alone [103,104]. However, methods for manual thresholding lack
standardization; they may suffer from subjectivity, and could result in variable
outcomes [102]. Importantly, the segmentation methods have limitations for
evaluating bone formation in CaP scaffolds due to similar composition, and
hence similar X-ray attenuation of the two materials [100,105].

Several studies have evaluated bone formation in CaP scaffolds by desktop-
µCT [105–109]. In most of these studies, the thresholds in the segmentation
process included some degree of visual assessment. Method developments are
required for an improved and more robust evaluation of CaP materials imaged
together with bone in µCT images.
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3 Aims and Objectives of the Thesis

The overall aim of this thesis is to increase the knowledge of the in vivo
functional aspects of a recently developed calcium phosphate–titanium (CaP–
Ti) composite cranial implant. The thesis builds on mechanical investigations,
which have been conducted in order to assess the cerebral protection capacity
of the implant. The regenerative properties are also investigated, which are
important to the long-term implant stability. The specific aims of the appended
papers are as follows:

I First, to assess the mechanical response of CaP–Ti cranial implants at
quasi-static and impact loading rates. Second, to assess the possibility
of modifying the implant design for the purpose of facilitating
production while preserving the implant strength.

II Primarily, to develop a finite element modelling framework for CaP–
Ti implant designs, and to validate this framework against the
experimental data from Paper I. Secondarily, to estimate the effect that
the simulated impact would have on cranial bone, to compare this to
the implant results.

III To additively manufacture CaP–Ti implants by L-PBF and E-PBF,
and to compare the resulting implants in terms of geometrical accuracy
and mechanical response (using the experimental test developed in
Paper I). Another aim was to validate FEMs, developed through the
approach from Paper II, of the E-PBF produced implant system.

IV To determine the volumetric balance of the CaP–Ti implant under
physiological conditions for assessing the bone regeneration and CaP
degradation over-time.

V To develop and validate a method for quantitative evaluation of bone
regeneration in CaP scaffolds from desktop µCT images.
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4 Mechanical Properties

The following section summarizes the studies investigating the mechanical
properties of the CaP–Ti implant: Paper I, which assessed the mechanical
properties of two CaP–Ti implant designs experimentally; Paper II, which
developed a numerical approach for assessing the mechanical response of the
CaP–Ti implants; and Paper III, which compared two powder bed fusion
processes for additive manufacturing of CaP–Ti implants in terms of
mechanical properties and geometrical accuracy. Finally, the three studies are
discussed with regard to their main findings, limitations and implications.

4.1 Mechanical Testing (Paper I)
The aim of Paper I was to assess the mechanical response of CaP–Ti implants
at quasi-static and impact loading rates. Two different designs were tested
(Figure 5), referred to as Design 1 (D1) and Design 2 (D2), respectively.

Figure 5. Overview of Design 1 (a) and Design 2 (b). The CAD-geometries of the
full implant designs are shown from the side and the top. In Design 1, the
placements of the deformation zones are marked by arrows. The full titanium
structures are shown in the bottom rows, together with the cross-section of the
titanium structures. Adapted from [110].
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D1 was conceptually representative of the clinically used implants. In D2, the
titanium structure was simplified in terms of geometry in order to facilitate the
additive manufacturing. In D1, the rods in the titanium structure had a
rectangular cross-section (0.6 x 1.6 mm2). The CaP tiles were hexagonal in
shape with a thickness of 6 mm. Deformation zones, i.e. 0.3 mm notches
intended to concentrate and control deformation, were placed between the CaP
tiles in D1 (Figure 5a). In D2, the cross-section of the rods in the titanium
structure was circular (ø = 1.2 mm), and the deformation zones were excluded.
The CaP tiles were generally larger in D2, and their shape was changed
(Figure 5b). The implant specimens were provided by the implant
manufacturer (OssDsign AB, Uppsala, Sweden). The mechanical response of
the implants was evaluated in quasi-static compression (1 mm/min), and in
impact using a drop-tower (5 kg, 1.52 m/s). In the test setup, the implant
specimens were supported around the circumference by a rigid steel support
and a rubber sheet was used as a soft tissue surrogate. The load was applied
by a hemispherical indenter (ø = 40 mm).

The mechanical response of both designs and loading rates can be seen in
Figure 6. Similar peak loads were obtained for the two designs at quasi-static
808 ± 29 N (D1) and 840 ± 40 N (D2), and impact loading rates 852 ± 34 N
(D1) and 814 ± 13 N (D2). A strain rate dependency was demonstrated for
both designs, with a higher stiffness in the impact test. Furthermore, the
titanium in the implant fractured in the quasi-static test (to failure) but not in
the impact test (to 5.75 J) for D1. For D2, the displacement at peak load was
significantly lower in the impact test than in the quasi-static test. The main
difference between the designs was seen in the quasi-static test results where
the deformation zones in D1 likely resulted in a localization of the
deformation, compared to in D2. In the impact test, the only significant
difference between the designs was a higher maximum displacement of D2
than of D1.

In summary, the mechanical behaviour of the two designs was similar at
the impact loading rate, which should be considered the most realistic loading
scenario. However, at quasi-static loading rates, the deformation zones seem
to be important for the localization of the deformation (and failure). Although
the CaP tiles fractured in the impact test, the titanium structures remained
intact and the implant shape was furthermore retained.
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Figure 6. Force–displacement responses from the quasi-static (a) and impact test (b).
For each type of test, one representative D1 (red solid lines) and D2 specimen (blue
dotted line) are presented. The average load and displacement at the points of peak
load and CaP fracture (only quasi-statically) are marked (o), together with the
standard deviations (error bars). Adapted with modifications from [110].

4.2 Finite Element Simulations (Paper II)
The primary aim of Paper II was to develop finite element models (FEMs) for
two CaP–Ti implant designs. A secondary aim was to estimate the mechanical
response of cranial bone under the same impact loading, and to compare this
outcome to the mechanical response of the implants.

CAD-models of the two CaP–Ti implant designs were obtained from the
implant manufacturer (OssDsign, Uppsala, Sweden). The hemispherical
indenter and the surface of the conical steel support below the specimen were
modelled to match the experimental setup (Figure 7a). All parts were semi-
automatically discretized with tetrahedral elements in a commercial pre-
processor (Ansa 17.1.0, Beta CAE Systems, Switzerland) (Figure 7b-c). The
rubber sheet (soft tissue surrogate) used in the experiments, was only modelled
in the impact simulation. The FEM replicating the quasi-static test was solved
in an implicit solver, and the FEM replicating the impact test was solved in an
explicit solver (LS‐Dyna R11.0.0, Livermore). For the CaP, a material model
with tension-compression asymmetry was used. In order to simulate the
mechanical response of the implants during a full impact, damage was
implemented in the material model for the explicit FEMs. Since fractures had
been observed experimentally, the material model including damage gave a
better estimation of the CaP strength. The material properties were determined
by material testing (Ti; further described in Paper III) or based on literature
(CaP) [58,111]. The response of each FEM was compared to the
corresponding experimental data from Paper I.

Cranial bone FEMs were also created to allow for comparison between the
mechanical response of the implants and the response of cranial bone under
the same impact condition. Three cranial bone models were created with
different thicknesses. The thickness and material properties were based on
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data from the literature [9]. The cranial bone FEMs were placed in the setup
used for the explicit implant models. The material model used for the bone
was developed by Enns-Bray et al. [112]. The cranial bone models were
solved in the explicit solver, and the force–displacement response was
evaluated until peak load.

Figure 7. The explicit FEM for D1 and the corresponding experimental setup (a).
The discretized D1 (b) and D2 (c) models. An enlarged view of a discretized
deformation zone is shown for D1 (b).

The force–displacement response of the developed FEMs agreed with the
corresponding experimental data, for both implant designs at both loading
rates (Figure 8). The implicit FEMs predicted the initial peak load with an
underestimation for D1 (14%) and an overestimation for D2 (13%), evaluated
before 4 mm displacement. Furthermore, the shape of the force–displacement
curves were well predicted. In the explicit FEMs, the first part of the force–
displacement response showed a 6% difference for D1 and a 1% difference
for D2, with respect to the initial experimental peak load. However, the overall
peak load was overestimated for both models. Nevertheless, the explicit FEMs
effectively predicted the maximum displacements with 2% and 4% difference
for D1 and D2, respectively. Compared to the CaP–Ti implant, the thin cranial
bone FEM showed a stiffer response, more energy absorption (5 J vs. 2 J for
the implant at 4 mm displacement) and less deformation (4 mm vs. 9 mm for
the implant) under the same impact conditions. This thinner model had
damage through the full thickness, which was not observed to the same extent
in the thicker cranial bone FEMs.
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In summary, as demonstrated by this study on two implant designs, the
mechanical response of CaP–Ti composite implants can be predicted by FEMs
at both quasi-static and impact loading rates. Compared to the CaP–Ti
implant, an average parietal cranial bone model showed a stiffer response,
more energy absorption and less deformation under the same impact
conditions.

Figure 8. Force–displacement response for D1 (a) and D2 (b), implicit (to the left)
and explicit (to the right) FEMs. In the implicit graphs, the CaP tile elements which
have reached strain at failure are visualized in red. The standard deviations for the
experiments are plotted as a shaded area.
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4.3 Designed vs. As-built Titanium Structures (Paper
III)

The aim of Paper III was to compared the geometrical accuracy and
mechanical response of thin Ti6Al4V structures for cranial implants,
manufactured by L-PBF and E-PBF. A secondary aim was to validate FEMs
of the E-PBF produced implant.

The implant design used in this paper was developed in Paper I. Removal
of the small deformation zones in the implant titanium structure would
potentially allow for the use of an AM method with a lower resolution.
Consequently, the modified CaP–Ti implant design (D2) constituted an
interesting case study for evaluating E-PBF for thin structures in biomedical
applications.

Tensile test specimens (ø = 1.2 mm), were manufactured with an E-PBF
(n = 5) or a L-PBF (n = 5) process in Ti6Al4V. Tensile tests were performed
at 1 mm/min. The E-PBF produced implant specimens (n = 6) were tested in
quasi-static compression, using the setup presented in Paper I. The mechanical
response of the E-PBF implants was compared to that of the L-PBF implants
(reported in Paper I). For both E-PBF and L-PBF, the geometrical accuracy
was investigated by µCT for one tensile specimen and two rods cut at different
locations from the titanium implant structure. The results were compared to
the corresponding designed CAD-geometry.

For the E-PBF tensile specimen, the measurements by µCT revealed a
deviation in mean cross-sectional area of 18% (range: 13-25%), as compared
to the corresponding CAD-geometry (Figure 9). The implant specimens had
even larger deviations ranging from 26% to 35%. All E-PBF specimens had a
rougher surface compared to the L-PBF specimens. For the L-PBF implant
and tensile specimens the deviations were all below 2% (Figure 9).

In the tensile test, the E-PBF material properties were significantly lower
(p < 0.01) than for the L-PBF specimen. The stresses had been calculated by
normalization of the force by the area measured with a caliper. Nevertheless,
it was concluded that this did not correctly reflect the stress, due to the rough
surface of the E-PBF specimen. The properties were therefore recalculated
using the cross-sectional area obtained by µCT, which resulted in higher
values, especially for the E-PBF material properties (14% difference in UTS).
For the implant specimen, the force was lower for the E-PBF than the L-PBF
implant specimen throughout the test, with ~50% lower peak force (Figure
10a).

Lastly, the mechanical response was simulated using the FE framework
presented in Paper II. The titanium structure was modelled by both the CAD
geometry (FEMCAD), and a geometry where the cross-sectional area had been
reduced to the minimum cross-sectional area from the µCT measurements
(FEMµCT-min). In addition, the material properties from both the caliper and the
µCT measurements were used in the FEMs, denoted FEMCAD:caliper or
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FEMCAD:µCT-min for the FEMCAD. In the validation of the FEM results, the
silicone rubber compliance was subtracted from the experimental results since
it was not modelled, due to problems with convergence.

Compared to using the CAD-geometry for the implant FEMs, the force–
displacement response simulated by the reduced titanium structure was closer
to the experimental results (Figure 10b). However, the accuracy was lower
than for the corresponding implant manufactured by L-PBF (Paper II). The
FEMµCT-min: µCTmin overestimated the initial peak load by 32%.

In summary, the study reveals an uncertainty in the dimensional accuracy
for the E-PBF method. This resulted in an inferior mechanical strength both
in the tensile and implant testing. To achieve a similar strength as for the L-
PBF implants, the E-PBF process must be improved. Furthermore, the
geometrical deviations and rough surfaces made it difficult to accurately
predict the mechanical response by FEM. To predict the mechanical response
of the E-PBF implants, the result was improved when the as-built instead of
the designed geometry was modelled. However, the FEMs still overpredicted
the force.

Figure 9. The results from the µCT investigation of the geometrical accuracy of the
tensile specimen: L-PBF (left) and E-PBF (right). Reconstructed 3D models, as well
as segmented cross-sections with the CAD-geometry shown by a red circle.

Figure 10. Force vs. displacement from the implants under quasi-static compression.
The experimental results from both the E-PBF and L-PBF implant specimen (a). The
FEM results using the different geometries and material properties for the titanium
structure (b). The standard deviations for the experimental results are plotted as a
shaded area.
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4.4 Discussion – Mechanical Properties
For the work in this thesis related to mechanical properties, the overall aim
was to evaluate CaP–Ti implants, experimentally and numerically, at quasi-
static and impact loading rates.

Paper I assessed the mechanical properties experimentally. As mechanical
test standards are lacking for cranial implants, a large variation in test setups
and methods was found among previously performed tests – which
complicates interstudy comparison. Most previous test setups were similar to
the setup in Paper I, i.e. the implants were supported around the circumference
and loaded quasi-statically by an indenter [110]. However, there were
differences in terms of indenter shape and contact area – which could
significantly affect the results. A generalized comparison to previously
reported tests were still made with regards to the ultimate load. The D1 and
D2 implants reached a peak load of 808 ± 29 N and 846 ± 40 N, respectively.
Compared to ultimate loads reported for sintered HA implants: from 165 N to
726 ± 345 N [24,70], and glass fibre-reinforced composite implants 175 ± 101
N [69], the CaP–Ti implants seem to provide additional mechanical support.

Impact tests were performed in order to determine the mechanical response
of the implants under a loading scenario which is more likely to occur in vivo,
e.g. hitting the head against a rigid corner. For both implant designs, the CaP
tiles fractured, while the titanium structure remained intact. Consequently, the
implant should be capable of providing sufficient support for impacts up to
5.75 J. However, when interpreting the results of the mechanical tests, it
should be noted that the test setup had limitations in terms of biofidelity. In a
real-life impact, additional soft tissues would likely provide further damping.
Also, the loading differs from a real-life impact scenario as the implants were
more constrained than they would be in an in vivo impact.

Ultimately, it is important to understand the protective capacity provided
by the implant compared to cranial bone. In a similar test setup, intact cranial
parietal bone fractured at impact energies in a range from 5.6 J to 19.8 J, and
on an average of 11.4 J [113]. Accordingly, the testing presented in this thesis
indicates that the titanium structure in both implant designs is at least as strong
as the lower range of parietal bone. However, differences in test setups (mass,
size and shape of indenter, velocity etc.) make this comparison less certain.
The comparison of implant and cranial bone strength was continued with a
numerical approach in Paper II.

In Paper II, FEMs were developed in order to perform numerical structural
analysis of two generic CaP–Ti implant designs. The models were validated
with experimental data from Paper I. The validation demonstrated that, the
mechanical response could be well predicted at both quasi-static and impact
loading rates. The largest difference in experimental versus simulated
response was the underestimation seen in D1 for the implicit FEM. The
discrepancy could likely depend on the deformation zones. The additive
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manufacturing of the titanium structure has limitations in accuracy for small
parts, and the manufactured deformation zones might deviate from the CAD-
model. The discretization of the deformation zones could be investigated in
future studies to obtain an even higher accuracy for the D1 implicit FEM.

A discrepancy was also found in the explicit FEMs in terms of the second
part of the response, mainly for D2. As the overestimation started
approximately when the CaP tiles came into contact with each other, the
reason for overestimating the force might be that the models were not fully
capturing the experiments in terms of damage of the CaP tiles. In the
experiments, the CaP tiles detached from the titanium structure after
fracturing, and could fall through the support. Crack opening with material
separation was not modelled in the FEMs, but could be further investigated in
terms of element erosion. It should be noted that all material properties used
in this study were defined a priori, rather than being modified to fit the
experimental data. Nevertheless, the sensitivity of the material properties in
the model has not been evaluated systematically.

The developed framework makes an important contribution to future
evaluations of patient-specific CaP–Ti cranial implant designs in various
loading scenarios. To the author’s knowledge this is the first study to simulate
the mechanical response of composite implants that contain a CaP material in
combination with a metal. CaP materials are inherently brittle and will start to
fracture as the metal deforms. In order not to overestimate the strength of the
CaP material when modelling the mechanical behaviour of the implant, it was
necessary to model the compression-tension asymmetry of the CaP material.
Additionally, the modelling of damage was required not to overestimate the
strength under impact loading. The framework developed for modelling the
CaP–Ti implant only made use of literature based input and matched boundary
conditions. It can therefore be used in future studies for modelling CaP
materials in other composite implants.

Furthermore, cranial bone strength was investigated in three cranial bone
FEMs, where the thicknesses were varied according to literature data [9].
Compared to the implant FEMs, the cranial bone FEMs showed a stiffer
response, more energy absorption and less deformation under the same impact
conditions. Damage throughout the full thickness was mainly seen in the thin
bone model. This model, with 4 mm thickness, corresponds to the lower range
in reported parietal bone thickness [9], but is also a thickness corresponding
to the average temporal bone [114].

The design developed in Paper I, D2, was further evaluated in Paper III. In
Paper III, the titanium structure was manufactured by E-PBF, which would
offer a faster printing process as compared to L-PBF. A faster production is
important for the on-demand production of the cranial implants as it can
reduce the waiting time for patients. Nevertheless, the current standard
processing parameters of the E-PBF process resulted in titanium structures
with large deviations in geometry – which in turn gave an inferior mechanical
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strength compared to the L-PBF implants. The use of E-PBF in this
application would require a redesign by upscaling the dimensions or
improvements in the printing process.

The geometrical deviations and rough surfaces in the E-PBF specimens
create stress concentrations in the geometry. This made numerical modelling
challenging. Comparing the FEM to the experimental results, a more accurate
prediction was obtained when the cross-section of the titanium structure was
reduced to the minimum measurements obtained by µCT, instead of using the
CAD-geometry. However, even with this geometry the force was
overpredicted. The reason could be that the geometry of the titanium structure
is still not well represented. It is known that the geometrical deviations and
surface roughness can vary depending on the printing angle [66,115]. For the
E-PBF tensile specimen (printed in the longitudinal direction) the deviations
were less than for the implant rods (printed with an offset angle from the
printing direction). However, the number of specimens investigated were
small. In order to accurately model the implant specimen, such deviations in
the geometry must be further evaluated to accurately represent the geometry.

In summary, cranial implants must provide important cerebral protection
during situations of mechanical loading. Due to the increased clinical use of
the CaP–Ti implants, the studies in this section make central contributions on
this topic. Insights into the mechanical properties are important for increasing
the understanding of differences in cerebral protection in comparison to
cranial bone and alternative synthetic implants. Furthermore, the studies in
this section make several important contributions to numerical structural
analysis of these types of implants. They also increased the understanding of
the benefits and limitations of the additive manufacturing of the titanium
structure. These topics are highly relevant considering the increased use of
additively manufactured patient-specific implants.
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5 Regenerative Properties

The following section summarizes the studies investigating the regenerative
properties of CaP implants. First, Paper IV assessed the volumetric balance of
the CaP–Ti implant in vivo using clinical CT images. In Paper V, a method
was developed for evaluating desktop-µCT images of bone and CaP scaffolds
in a reproducible and objective manner. Finally, the main findings, limitations
and implications of the two studies are discussed.

5.1 Quantitative Clinical Evaluation (Paper IV)
The aim of Paper IV was to quantify longitudinally the volumetric balance of
the CaP–Ti implant under physiological conditions in order to evaluate the
CaP degradation and bone regeneration over time.

The research ethics review application was approved by the Regional ethics
committee at Karolinska University Hospital, Stockholm (Dnr. 2017/251031).
Retrospective clinical CT datasets were obtained of ten subjects. The CTs
were acquired postoperatively (n = 10) and at 1-year follow-ups (n = 9). For
two subjects, additional 2.5- and 3-year CT follow-ups were available. For
another subject only a 2-year CT follow-up was available. All the
postoperative CT-scans were part of the clinical follow-up regimen. The
image processing was performed in 3D Slicer [116]. An overview of the image
processing workflow is presented in Figure 11.

Figure 11. Overview of the image processing workflow and visualization of the
different regions of interest where quantifications were made.
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For each patient, the baseline and follow-up CTs were superimposed by rigid
registration. In order to separate the bone and implant (both calcium phosphate
and titanium) from the surrounding soft tissue, a semi-automatic segmentation
process was performed based on the Otsu method [117]. The volumetric
difference between baseline and the later time-points was calculated for each
subject in different regions of interest (ROIs) of the implant (Figure 11). In
order to estimate changes in density, the relative HU-value was reported
following calibration using the HU-value from the control region in each scan.
In addition, a 31-months retrieval specimen was studied: bone regeneration
and CaP degradation by histology and µCT, and CaP phase composition by
XRD.

The mean age of the subjects was 48 ± 18 years, and five males and five 
females were included. Overall, the implants remained in place and the 
registration allowed for a detailed observation of the changes in each 
subject. New bone formation and CaP degradation were observed in all 
subjects. In general, the loss in volume of the CaP material took place at the 
outer part of the implant, facing the scalp (Figure 12). Osseointegration was 
mainly seen at the bone– implant interface (Figure 12). However, bone 
was also detected in other locations, and frequently on the implant side 
facing the dura.

In the 1-year follow up, the volumetric change of the implant region was
-8 ± 8%, with a decrease detected in seven out of nine subjects. In ROIcontrol,
the volume was close to constant (0.8 ± 0.5%). For all subjects, a volumetric
increase caused by bone regeneration was discovered in the region covering
the implant–bone defect interface (ROI4) (Figure 13). A volumetric decrease
caused by CaP degradation was observed in the central region of the implants
(ROI1) (Figure 13). The bone regeneration and CaP degradation were
confirmed in the retrieval specimen. The method developed in Paper V was
used to separate bone from CaP in the µCT images. In the subjects whose
follow-ups occurred at a later stage (n = 3), the CaP degradation seemed to
have reached a plateau. One trend was that smaller implants (< 100 cm3) had
more bone regeneration. An increase of relative HU was found in 9 out of 10
subjects in the implant region. The increase was greater in the vicinity of the
bone defect edge (ROI4). The increase in relative HU indicates an increase in
apparent density, and could likewise indicate bone formation (e.g. inside
pores), which was observed in the retrieval specimen. The retrieval specimen
furthermore demonstrated remodeling of CaP into bone, which was not
observed in the clinical CT images due to the lower resolution. The CaP phase
composition remained stable, although a 6% transformation into
hydroxyapatite was found.

In summary, this exploratory study quantitatively measured the volumetric
balance in degradable CaPs used in cranial reconstructions. One year after
implantation, the volume of the CaP–Ti implant had decreased on the outer
part of the implant in the direction of the scalp, due to CaP degradation.
However, bone regeneration, as detected by an increased volume, was seen in
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the implant–bone interface of all subjects. Through its quantitative evaluation
of the clinical CT images, the study made methodological advancements in
clinical quantitative assessment of CaP materials.

Figure 12. Visualization of longitudinal follow-ups: a 3D overview with two
sections indicated across the implant. For these sections, the postoperative and last
follow-up CT images are shown (scalebar = 10 mm). The difference in volume is
compared in 3D in distance maps for the full implants (right). Volumetric increase is
shown in blue, decrease in orange and the neutral (change within one voxel) regions
in white.

Figure 13. Volumetric change over time in ROI1 (a) and ROI4 (b).
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5.2 Method Development: µCT-evaluation (Paper V)
The aim of Paper V was to develop a methodological framework for
evaluating desktop-µCT images of bone and CaP scaffolds in a more
reproducible and objective manner than what can be achieved by manual
thresholding.

Two types of CaP scaffold architectures were evaluated, robocast and
foamed (Figure 14). The scaffolds were part of a larger in vivo study [51], and
had been implanted intraosseously (IO) or intramuscularly (IM) in a canine
animal model for 12 weeks. The excised specimens were scanned by 
desktop-µCT (Skyscan 1172, Bruker microCT, Kontich, Belgium) with an 
isotropic voxel-size of 5 µm (IM) or 10 µm (IO). Subsequently, cross-
sectional SEM images were acquired to obtain references with higher 
resolution (Figure 14). In order to make possible quantitative evaluations of 
bone and scaffold, the phases must be separated in a segmentation 
process. However, the almost identical X-ray attenuation of CaP and 
bone impeded both automatic and visual segmentation of the µCT images. 
CaP and bone were nonetheless easily separable in the 2D SEM images.

Three different segmentation approaches were used to separate bone,
scaffold and pores. First, the segmentation was done using global thresholds
determined manually (Method 1). The µCT datasets were registered to the
corresponding SEM reference. Subsequently, the thresholds were determined
following visual inspection of the corresponding SEM images (Method 2). In
the final method (Method 3), thresholds were determined by quantitative
correlation of the different area fractions in the µCT image with the area
fractions in the corresponding SEM image.

Figure 14. The 3D geometry of the foamed and robocast CaP scaffolds before
implantation (left). Examples of the two imaging techniques used: SEM and µCT
(right).
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Table 3. Mean values and standard deviations of pore, bone and scaffold area fractions
for the different types of samples (n = 3) using the three different methods. The results
from the SEM images are also included.

Pore area fraction
(%)

Bone area fraction
(%)

Scaffold area
fraction (%)

Robo
IO

Foam
IO

Foam
IM

Robo
IO

Foam
IO

Foam
IM

Robo
IO

Foam
IO

Foam
IM

SEM 31±8 17±2 57±9 31±7 52±5 12±12 39±6 31±3 31±3
Method 1 25±9 9±1 52±6 30±6 56±5 23±7 45±3 35±4 25±1
Method 2 30±9 21±2 55±6 30±7 56±6 15±11 40±8 23±4 31±5
Method 3 31±8 17±2 57±9 31±7 53±5 12±12 38±6 30±3 31±4

Table 4. The mean values of the absolute difference from the validation of IM foamed
samples at the second cross-sections (n = 3).

Pore area fraction
(%)

Bone area fraction
(%)

Scaffold area fraction
(%)

Method 1 6±1 17±11 11±10
Method 2 3±1 6±3 3±4
Method 3 2±2 2±2 3±2

The results from the quantifications are presented in Table 3. It was clear that
the quantification conducted with Method 1 was different from the other
methods and the SEM images. Overall, Method 2 provided similar results as
the SEM images and Method 3, although differences were observed, mainly
for the IO foam group (e.g. 23% vs. 30% remaining scaffold).

As the SEM images had been used for determining the thresholds, they
could not be used further for validating Method 2 or 3. A second 
transversal sectioning on the IM foamed samples (n = 3) was therefore made 
and analyzed by SEM. In this validation, Method 1 resulted in large absolute 
differences in area fractions, up to 17%, whereas for the methods using SEM 
references, the absolute differences were estimated to be up to 6% for 
Method 2% and, 3% for Method 3 (Table 4).

In summary, a methodological framework for the evaluation of bone
formation in CaP scaffolds was developed by using µCT correlated with high-
resolution SEM reference images in order to determine quantitatively the
thresholds for segmentation. Manually set thresholds resulted in large errors
when the area fractions from the SEM histological images were compared to
the area fractions from the µCT images. In the second method, the SEM and
µCT cross-sections were compared visually in the segmentation process. But
since the thresholds were determined manually, subjectivity was still an issue.
In the quantitative method employed in this study, the thresholds were
determined by minimizing this error, which provided objectivity and
robustness in the evaluation.
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5.3 Discussion – Regenerative Properties
In the studies of regenerative properties (Paper IV–V), the overall aim was to
investigate bone formation and CaP degradation – clinically and in retrieval
specimens.

Paper IV investigated the overall volumetric balance of the CaP–Ti implant
site under physiological conditions, using clinical CT data from ten subjects.
All subjects, independent of age, showed bone regeneration at the bone defect
– implant interface in the 1-year follow-up. In previous studies on sintered HA
implants, osseointegration in adult patients has been limited [25,93,94].
However, as the evaluation techniques were different in all studies, the results
should be interpreted cautiously.

A loss in volume was reported for the CaP tiles, especially in the central
part of the implant. Apart from in the space between the implant and the bone
defect edge, bone formation was frequently detected on the side of the implant
facing the dura. Similar observations of ossification in connection to the dura
have been made in a study on autologous bone [18]. At the later time-points
(n=3) the CaP degradation seemed to have reached a plateau. The µCT and
histology of the 31-months retrieval specimen revealed that, toward the dura,
the CaP tiles either appeared to remain intact or had started to remodel into
bone. It is likely that the degradation was initially caused by dissolution,
combined with a tribological effect between the scalp and the tiles, whereas
the degradation in the remodeling process was likely cell-mediated [118].

The CaP phase composition remained stable after 31-months in vivo,
although 6% transformation into HA was found. The transformation to the
less degradable HA could explain why some CaP tiles in the retrieval
specimen were less degraded, as well as why the degradation seemed to
plateau at later follow-ups. Interestingly, the monetite-based CaP in the CaP–
Ti implant remained in the defect over 2.5 years, confirmed in the retrieval
specimen. In previous pre-clinical and clinical studies, a much higher
degradation rate has been reported for pure monetite [47,119]. It is likely that
the addition of β-CPP to the CaP formulation retards the degradation rate,
which was also observed in the development phase of the CaP–Ti implant
[31,57].

As Paper IV reports a retrospective study, the settings for acquiring the CT
images were not controlled. Consequently, a thorough analysis of the
volumetric measurement errors was not possible, as this would have required
phantoms of a known volume of the analyzed implant (and bone) to be
scanned with all the used settings. However, the image quality did not change
between time-points in a way that affected relative measurements, as
demonstrated by the measurements made on the stable cranial bone that had
not been affected by surgery. Furthermore, the retrieval specimen made
important validations of the clinical CT measurements possible. However,
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remodeling of CaP into bone was observed by the histology and the µCT, but
could not be detected in the clinical CT images due to the low resolution.

In Paper V, the aim was to develop an objective and robust method for
segmenting bone and CaP in µCT images, which is required for a reliable
quantitative analysis. For each µCT dataset, high-resolution SEM reference
images were correlated to the corresponding µCT cross-section, and global
thresholds were quantitatively determined for the segmentation. Manually
setting the thresholds gave larger errors when the area fractions from
additional SEM images were compared to the area fractions from the
corresponding µCT images. By using the method developed in Paper V, to set
thresholds, µCT is not intended to be a replacement for histology. Rather, the
two image modalities are used complementary. Hence, the SEM images can
give information on different scales, as well as validate the segmentation of
the µCT images.

The method developed in Paper V was used in Paper IV for evaluating the
31-months retrieval specimen. However, since only one retrieval specimen
was available, no quantitative results were reported. In addition, the method
from Paper V has been used in other studies for investigating the effect of
different scaffold architectures and nanostructures [51,120,121].

Paper V discussed the possibility of using a synchrotron X-ray source.
The high brilliance, monochromatic X-ray beam and a high photon flux 
could result in clearer differences between the bone and CaP phases in the 
images. The retrieval specimen in Paper IV was imaged by SRµCT. 
Indeed, a better separation was achieved, also because of the use of phase-
contrast [122,123]. However, since the titanium structure was present 
considerable metal artefacts were also obtained, which in certain regions  
complicated the segmentation.

In summary, Paper IV and Paper V investigated in vivo CaP degradation
and bone formation – which is an important area of research in the continued
use of CaP materials. Insights related to these properties are crucial in
assessments of long-term implant stability. Both papers demonstrated
methodological advances in the use of imaging for quantitative analysis of
CaP materials. The coupling of spatiotemporal information is highly relevant
in future research and development of CaP biomaterials [41].
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6 Conclusions

This thesis contributes with four separate studies on the mechanical and
regenerative properties of CaP–Ti composite implants (Papers I-IV). The fifth
study developed a method for µCT evaluation of CaP specimens from an in
vivo study (Paper V). The main findings of the studies are listed below:

Paper I
· The titanium structure makes the CaP–Ti implant capable of cerebral

protection in impact situations comparable to the tested one (representing
a significant head impact that would likely not result in fracture for
average cranial bone).

· The mechanical behaviour at the impact loading rate was similar for the
clinically used and the modified implant design.

Paper II
· The mechanical response of CaP–Ti composite implants could be

predicted by FEMs at both quasi-static and impact loading rates.
· An average parietal cranial bone model showed a stiffer response, more

energy absorption and less deformation than the CaP-Ti implant, under
the same impact conditions.

Paper III
· CaP–Ti implants manufactured by E-PBF, had an inferior strength and

geometrical accuracy compared to the implants manufactured by L-PBF.
· In the validation of the FEMs, a more accurate prediction was obtained

when the as-built geometry was modelled instead of the designed.

Paper IV
· One year after implantation, the volume of the CaP–Ti implant had

decreased at the side facing the scalp, due to CaP degradation.
· Bone regeneration, as detected by an increased volume, was mainly

observed in the implant–bone interface of all subjects one year after
implantation.

Paper V
· Compared to using manual thresholding in the segmentation, a more

reproducible quantification of bone and CaP could be obtained by basing
the thresholds on high resolution 2D-reference images.
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7 Future Perspectives

The overall aim of this thesis was to contribute to an increased knowledge of
the in vivo functional aspects of CaP materials used in cranial reconstructions.
An elucidation of the studied mechanical and regenerative properties of CaP
based cranial implants could ultimately increase our understanding of the
clinical use of such implants. The following section points out some areas for
continued work related to this thesis, as well as some more general future
perspectives.

The mechanical tests performed in this thesis can give clinicians a better
understanding of the capacity for cerebral protection offered by the CaP–Ti
implants. However, test standardization is identified as important for future
mechanical studies of cranial implants. Mechanical protection might be of
greater or lesser importance depending on the patient, e.g. epileptic patients
could have an increased risk of falling. Yet, the clinically available synthetic
cranial implants are vastly different with regard to mechanical resistance. In
order to facilitate the decision process for clinicians, gaining insights into
these differences is of crucial importance. Currently, conducting comparisons
between studies is a complex task, because of the differences in test setups.
However, more work into the design of such a standard must be performed,
e.g. in terms of identifying relevant loading scenarios. Numerical models
would be highly useful in such studies for lowering the use of experimental
resources.

The FEM framework developed in this thesis could be used for patient-
specific design optimization as well as for investigating various loading
scenarios for CaP–Ti cranial implants. Moreover, the methods could be used
for design optimization of CaP–Ti composites in other biomedical
applications. More advanced mechanical analyses would be required to
understand to which extent damage on the brain would occur in relation to
deformation of the implants. A numerical approach would likely be of great
interest in this case. FEM head models of impacts to human heads are used in
injury biomechanics for the purpose of evaluating traumatic brain injury
[124,125]. Combining cranial implant FEMs with existing head models would
be interesting, as has been attempted by Garcia-Gonzales et al. (2018) [81].

In a future general perspective, numerical simulations are expected to be
important both for patient-specific implant design and in the general
development of medical devices. In silico clinical assessment is in fact
identified as an important future direction in the development of medical
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devices and therapies in order to decrease the reliance on  experimental
resources [126].

Discussions about the clinical outcomes of the CaP–Ti implants fall outside
of the scope of this thesis. Considering a biomaterials research point of view,
the CaP–Ti implant exhibits promising results in terms of regenerative
properties. It would be of utmost interest to continue the work in Paper IV for
further understanding the long-term behavior of the material under
physiological conditions. To the best of the author’s knowledge, Paper IV was
the first study to clinically quantify the volumetric balance in degradable CaPs
in cranial reconstructions. In future studies, the number of subjects and
number of time-points for each subject should be increased. The relatively low
number of subjects included in the present study did not allow for any
statistical analysis of patient demographics. The developed method could be
used in future studies for correlating bone regeneration and CaP degradation
with patient demographics and implant site location [127]. It would be of
interest to analyze e.g. age or impact of radiation therapy in relation to CaP
degradation and bone regeneration. These aspects are highly relevant for
future studies to increase the knowledge about degradable CaPs in clinical
applications.

In terms of the CaP formulation in the CaP–Ti implants, it would be of
interest to understand the mechanism of the pyrophosphate additive on the
monetite degradation. A better understanding of the degradation mechanism
could allow for further tailoring of the degradation rate. Together with
increased knowledge of calvaria bone regeneration in general [7], further
tailoring of the degradation rate could improve cranial bone regeneration.

µCT is an important technique for assessing 3D bone formation and CaP
degradation in retrieval specimens or in vivo in animals. The use of µCT in
CaP scaffold retrieval specimen analysis benefits from correlative use with
other techniques, as was demonstrated in Paper IV and Paper V. However,
there are considerable future developments to be made in this area. In future
studies, scanning the scaffolds before implantation would be beneficial, as
scaffold degradation and bone formation in each scaffold could be correlated
to its architecture and specific features (e.g. pore shapes). The registration and
segmentation approaches could also be improved. Some of these
improvements have been made by Sweedy et al. (2017) [128]. Techniques for
image acquisition are also being developed. In Paper IV, it was observed that
phase-contrast SRµCT improved the separation of bone and CaP. There are
developments within phase contrast µCT for laboratory use [129], but so far
the techniques seem to need improvement in order to facilitate bone and CaP
separation.

Finally, it is not yet known how bone regeneration and CaP degradation
affect the mechanical properties. The two separate areas in this thesis –
mechanical and regenerative properties – could be analyzed combinedly.
Although the titanium structure in the implant will remain intact, the CaP
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degradation and bone formation will change the mechanical properties in the
implant site over time. By using the numerical methods and the methods for
analysis of clinical CT images developed in this thesis, it would be possible to
assess the longitudinal in vivo protective ability of the implant.
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8 Svensk sammanfattning

Vid vissa omfattande neurologiska operationer behöver en del av skallbenet
tillfälligt avlägsnas för att kirurgen ska kunna komma åt hjärnan eller för att
minska ett förhöjt intrakraniellt tryck. Efter ett sådant ingrepp kan patientens
egna ben (autologt ben) vanligtvis användas i en efterföljande
kranierekonstruktion. Ifall patientens egna ben har skadats används ett
kranieimplantat i syntetiskt material vid rekonstruktionen. Oavsett om
autologt ben eller syntetiskt material används är kranierekonstruktion en
operation som har en hög komplikationsgrad (~20%). De vanligaste
komplikationerna innefattar benresorption (vid användning av autologt ben)
och infektioner [1,2]. Till följd av den höga komplikationsgraden saknas
konsensus om vilket material som är det mest fördelaktiga för dessa implantat
[11].

De syntetiska material som traditionellt har använts till kranieimplantat är
titan, polyetereterketon (PEEK) och polymetylmetakrylat (PMMA). På senare
år har keramiska material som kalciumfosfater börjat användas.
Kalciumfosfaters sammansättning liknar benmineralets och resulterar således
i ett mycket biokompatibelt implantat, det vill säga ett implantat som
accepteras väl av kroppen utan att oönskade inflammationer uppstår.
Användningen av dessa material skulle kunna resultera i en ökad
vaskularisering, ökad benregenerering och bättre läkning i den mjuka
vävnaden runt omkring implantatet. Vissa kalciumfosfater är även
nedbrytbara under fysiologiska förhållanden. Om nedbrytningen sker i samma
takt som benläkningen kan en ökad beninväxt åstadkommas, och på sikt även
fullständig regenerering. Den största nackdelen med kalciumfosfater är att de
i likhet med andra keramiska material är spröda. Deras förmåga att stå emot
dynamisk belastning (t.ex. om man slår i huvudet) är inte särskilt god. Detta
har medfört kliniska problem då implantat tillverkade i en viss typ av
kalciumfosfat (sintrad hydroxyapatit) har spruckit [25]. Sådana
komplikationer har inte rapporterats i samma utsträckning för andra material
som exempelvis PMMA [13].

Den här avhandlingen undersöker ett nyutvecklat kranieimplantat
bestående av hexagonala kalciumfosfatplattor som gjutits runt ett titannät
(Figur 15a). I implantatet kombineras kalciumfosfats biologiskt fördelaktiga
egenskaper med titanets höga mekaniska styrka. Implantatet utvecklades av
Engstrand et al. (2014), och har sedan dess använts kliniskt med lovande
resultat [12,30]. Det huvudsakliga syftet med avhandlingen är att bidra med
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en ökad förståelse för hur den här typen av nya kompositimplantat fungerar i
den kliniska tillämpningen. Avhandlingens fem studier presenteras kortfattat
nedan.

Studie I och II undersökte implantatets förmåga att motstå mekanisk
belastning. I den första studien utfördes mekaniska tester där kraft och
deformation mättes under två typer av belastning; kvasi-statisk (1 mm/min)
och dynamisk (1.5 m/s) (Figur 15b). De dynamiska testerna är ovanliga för
kranieimplantat, men inte desto mindre viktiga då dynamisk belastning
sannolikt kan uppstå vid klinisk användning av implantatet – exempelvis vid
stötar mot huvudet. Två olika utföranden av implantatet testades. De två
utförandena hade liknande styrka i båda testerna, men skiljde sig något i fråga
om hur de deformerades under kvasi-statisk belastning. I de kvasi-statiska
testerna belastades implantatet till det gick sönder, medan i de dynamiska
testerna belastades det med en viss energi. Vid de dynamiska testerna sprack
de keramiska plattorna, framför allt där implantatet belastades. Trots detta var
titannätet fortfarande intakt och utan synlig plastisk deformation.

De experimentella resultaten från Studie I användes för att validera
numeriska modeller av implantaten i Studie II. I valideringen gav modellerna
ett resultat nära de experimentella resultaten för båda implantatutförandena,
under båda typerna av belastning. Simuleringarna utfördes med finita element-
metoden (FE). Det ramverk som validerades i dessa FE-modeller möjliggör
framtida studier med mer avancerad designoptimering, där olika utföranden
kan simuleras i datorn i stället för att varje design ska tillverkas och 
testas experimentellt. Detta möjliggör även patientspecifika simuleringar 
och modellering av andra typer av belastningsscenarier.

Nätet i implantatet tillverkas genom 3D-printing, även kallad 
additiv tillverkning (additive manufacturing, AM), i titanlegeringen Ti-
6Al-4V. I nuläget används en teknik där en laser sammanfogar pulver lager 
för lager, till dess att implantatdelen är komplett. I Studie III, tillverkades 
titannätet genom elektronstrålesmältning. Fördelen är att detta går 
snabbare, men det är samtidigt känt att metoden ger något sämre 
upplösning och ytjämnhet. Tekniken var av intresse för det aktuella 
kranieimplantatet eftersom en snabb tillverkning kan bidra till att minska 
väntetiden för patienten. I de små dimensionerna som titannätet kräver 
var dock upplösningen för låg och ytjämnheten för hög. Detta 
resulterade i sämre mekaniska egenskaper för det färdiga implantatet. 
Om tekniken ska användas krävs således processförbättringar.

 Syftet med Studie IV var att undersöka omfattningen av bentillväxt, samt
kalciumfosfatnedbrytning under klinisk användning av implantatet. I
retrospektivt insamlade datortomografibilder (CT) kvantifierades volymen av
implantatet och kringliggande benvävnad. För tio patienter gjordes
longitudinella kvantifieringar över en period som sträckte sig från direkt efter
operation och upp till 3 år framåt. Ett år efter operation hade den totala
volymen av implantatet minskat. Minskningen var framförallt lokaliserad till
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utsidan av implantatet (mot skalpen), troligen på grund av 
kalciumfosfatnedbrytning och mekaniskt slitage. Volymökning i form av 
benregenerering skedde främst i utrymmet mellan implantatet och 
bendefekten (Figur 15c). I Studie IV gjordes metodologiska framsteg då 
detta var första gången volymen av nedbrytbara kalciumfosfater och 
benregenerering kvantifierades kliniskt. Mätningarna i CT bilderna 
kunde valideras med högupplöst µCT på ett implantat som explanterats ut 
från en patient på grund av icke-implantatrelaterade komplikationer.

Studie V undersökte metoder för kvantitativ µCT-analys av beninväxt och 
materialnedbrytning. µCT-analyser är generellt sett mycket viktiga i studier 
av kalciumfosfater. Bilderna i studien kom från en större djurstudie. Tre olika 
metoder användes. En robustare och mer objektiv utvärdering kunde uppnås 
genom att µCT-bilderna korrelerades med högupplösta mikroskopbilder i 
analysen. Metoden från Studie V användes även i Studie IV, där µCT-bilder 
och histologibilder av det uttagna provet visade att delar av kalciumfosfaten 
hade remodellerats till ben, vilket inte kunde observeras i de kliniska CT-
bilderna.

Sammanfattningsvis kan studierna i avhandlingen bidra till en ökad 
förståelse för hur implantatet fungerar kliniskt med avseende på två viktiga 
områden; mekaniska egenskaper och benregenerering. Sammantaget ger detta 
en bättre förståelse för hur implantatet kan användas, och kan i slutändan 
möjligen minska den höga komplikationsgraden vid kranieplastik.

Figur 15. (a) En modell av det generiska implantatet (ø 80 mm) som undersöktes i
Studie I, vissa av kalciumfosfatplattorna har avlägsnats för att visa titannätet. (b)
Den experimentella uppställningen som användes för de mekaniska och numeriska
studierna (Stuide I-III). Implantatet belastade genom den halvsfäriska indentern. 
(c) En översikt av kvantitativa utvärderingar från CT-bilder.
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Appendix: Methods and Techniques

This appendix provides a brief background to some of the methods and
techniques used in the thesis.

Mechanical testing
Mechanical testing is one of the most common ways to characterize materials
or structures. The mechanical tests are performed in order to determine
material properties (e.g. ultimate stress, Young’s modulus), or the mechanical
response of a structure under certain loading scenarios.

Material properties were determined using a universal testing machine
(UTM) in Paper II and III. Compressive tests were performed in Paper II to
characterize the silicon material (in order to fit a material model to the data),
while tensile tests were performed on titanium rods in Paper III. The CaP–Ti
implants were tested under two loading scenarios. The quasi-static
compressive tests (Paper I and III) were also performed using a UTM. In the
impact testing (Paper I), a custom built drop-tower was used (Figure 16). In
drop-tower, the force was measured with a piezoelectric force sensor and the
displacement by tracking markers with a high speed camera. Both force and
displacement were measured as a function of time (Figure 16).

Figure 16. Illustration of the drop-tower (left) and the data obtained from an impact
test (right).

Finite element analysis
The finite element (FE) method is used for approximating solutions of
boundary value problems i.e. partial differential equations. In the
biomechanical field, FE analysis tend to be used when experiments are
complicated to perform (e.g. for complex geometries or in vivo conditions),
for reducing the time and resources consumed by experiments, or for limiting
the use of animal tests.
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Briefly, the first step of structural FE analysis consists of dividing the
geometry into small elements (discretization). The boundary conditions are
subsequently applied, and the equations for each element are solved so as to
obtain the response of the full geometry/system. A static FE solver may be
used when linear constitutive relations (material models), linear boundary
conditions and linear geometrical relations can be assumed. However, as the
complexity of a system increases, non-linear materials, geometries and
boundary conditions might be required. In such analyses the equations must
be solved incrementally by implicit or explicit FE-solvers. Typically, implicit
solvers are used for problems that can be assumed to be static whereas explicit
FE solvers are used for studying problems that are considered dynamic. In
short, implicit methods do not consider velocities and accelerations. In
implicit methods, the static solution is computed in each step. In contrast,
explicit solvers use a time-based approach and computes the next time-steps
based on the displacements, velocities, accelerations, and forces of the
previous step.

In this thesis, implicit FE solvers were used in the simulations of the CaP–
Ti implants under quasi-static loading (Paper II and III). Explicit FE solvers,
were used for studying the CaP–Ti implants under impact loading conditions
(Paper III).

X-ray computed tomography
X-ray computed tomography (CT) is a non-destructive imaging technique,
which can visualize the internal 3D structure of an object. The object is placed
inside an X-ray beam. The X-rays pass through the object and are recorded by
a detector. The contrast in the images depends on the imaged materials
difference in X-ray attenuation. Multiple image projections are recorded from
various angles, and subsequently reconstructed into cross-sectional images by
back-projecting algorithms. The reconstructed images are used for
visualization and quantitative analysis.

In clinical-CT, detectors are placed in a stationary ring around the patient.
The X-ray source rotates along the circumference, which gives the projections
at different angles (Figure 17). The X-ray attenuation of the patient’s tissues
is usually expressed in Hounsfield Units (HU). These are normalized with a
value of -1000, which corresponds to air and a value of 0 corresponding to
water. The resolution in clinical CT images are normally around 1 mm. In this
thesis, clinical-CT images were retrospectively collected for Paper IV.

Micro-computed tomography (µCT) make possible non-destructive
imaging of smaller objects with resolutions around 1 µm. In this technique
(with the exception of in vivo µCT for animals), the object rotates and the
detector and X-ray source remains stationary (Figure 17). In this thesis, two
types of µCT were used, referred to as desktop-µCT (Paper III, IV and V) 
and synchrotron based µCT (SRµCT; Paper IV). The benefits of SRµCT 
include high brilliance, monochromatic X-ray beams and high photon flux.
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Figure 17. Principles for X-ray computed tomography illustrated from above:
clinical CT (left) and desktop-µCT (right).

2D imaging methods
High-resolution microscopy techniques are often used for characterizing
biomaterials, and in combination with histology to investigate biomaterials
together with tissues from in vivo studies. Scanning electron microscopy
(SEM) is one of the most commonly used techniques. A SEM produces
images by scanning the specimen surface with a focused electron beam. As
the electrons interact with atoms in the sample, the signals are captured by a
detector and information regarding the surface topography and composition
can be recorded. Normally the sample must be electrically conductive, and
otherwise a thin layer of conductive material (e.g. carbon, gold or
gold/palladium) is sputtered onto the sample. In histology, tissue and implant
samples are fixed, dehydrated, embedded, sectioned and finally stained to
contrast different features of interest in the tissue. Then cross-sections of the
specimen can be observed by light microscopy or SEM, both of which result
in high resolution images. In this thesis, 2D imaging was used in Paper III to
V.

Image analysis
In image analysis, different processing techniques are used for extracting
information from digital images. In this thesis image analysis was applied in
Paper III, IV and V for the purpose of creating 3D-models, for determining
volume or area fractions, and for porosity analysis.

The above mentioned analyses require the images to be segmented. The
voxels (or pixels) must then be divided so as to separate the objects of interest
from each other and the background (by labeling them by individual numbers).
The segmentation is usually based on the intensity, shape or texture of the
objects.

Registration is another important step in image analysis. In registration
reference and target data sets are geometrically aligned for a better
comparison. Registration can be used for comparing datasets longitudinally,
as was done for the clinical-CT images in Paper IV. Registration is also useful
when correlating images from different modalities, which was done in Paper
IV and V (µCT images to light microscopy and SEM images, respectively).
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